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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

PERRYKRINITT,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff-Appellant,
V.

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
AUGMENT

)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH & GAME,
and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants-Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 42417-201,
Lewis County No. 2012-146

A MOTION TO AUGMENT was filed by counsel for Appellant on December 9, 2
Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT be, and hereb
GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the document listed below, file stamped co
of which accompanied this Motion:
1. Certificate of Attorney Peter J. Johnson Regarding Defendants' Response Memorand
with attachment, file-stamped May 8, 2014.
DATED this

1.?-

day of December, 2014.

For the Supreme Court

Stephen W. Kenyon,

~

cc: Counsel of Record

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT - Docket No. 42417-2014
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the Supreme Cot1rt o

PERRY KRINITT,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
v.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH & GAME,
and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants-Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

e State of

aho

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
AUGMENT
Supreme Court Docket No. 42417-2014
Lewis County No. 2012-146

An UNOPPOSED MOTION TO AUGMENT was filed by counsel for Appellant on March
12, 2015. Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT be, and hereby is,
GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the document listed below, file stamped copies
of which accompanied this Motion:
1. Certification of Charles H. Carpenter, with attachments, file-stamped May 23, 2014.

DATED this

___lj_ day of March, 2015.
For the Supreme Court

Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk

cc: Counsel of Record

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT

Docket No. 42417-2014

·

LeiNis

Charles H. Carpenter
Idaho Bar No. 8322
Carpenter Law Firm plc
210 N. Higgins Avenue Suite 336
Missoula, Montana 59802
(406) 543-0511
carpentc@carpenterlawfirmplc.com
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Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTIUCT COURT FOR THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
LE\VIS COUNT'{

PERRY KRINITT.,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

V.

)
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
I;1SH AND G.A:ME, and
STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants.

No. CV 12-146

)
CER'I1FICATION OF
CHARLES H. CARPENTER

)

)
)

_____________)

)_

STATE OF MONTANA
ss.
County of lviissoula

CHARLES H. CARPENTER, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and
state:

That I am the attorney for Plaintiff herein.
Exhibit O is a true and correct copy of the expert report of Larry Grandy,
which was served upon counsel for Defendants on January 17, 2014, and tl1e
transmittal email.

Exhibit P is a true and correct copy of an email I sent to Defendants' counsel
on Februarv., 2, 2014.
DATED this 21 st dav ofMav,
, 2014.
;

Respectfully submitted,

,h__ es H. Carpenter
., · RPEN IBR LAW FIRlvI, plc
2
J
ggins Ave., Ste. 336
Missoula, MT 59802
Telephone:(406) 543-0511
Facsimile: (406) 258-0365
carpentc@carpenterlawfirmplc.com
Attornry far Plaintiff

STATE OF MONTAN.A
ss.

County of l\1issoula
SUBSCRIBED AND S\X!ORN to before me this 21 st day of May,
2014.
FRANK R. HARRISON

t(STAA.mlJBUC for the
State of Montana
Residing at MissoUla. MT
My CommissiOn Explt8s
June 16, 2015.

Frank R. Harrison, Attorney
Nota1y Public for the State of Montana
Residing at Missoula, Montana
Jvfy commission expires June 16, 2015

cmiTIFICL\TION OF ClL-'\RLES H. CARPENTER- PAGE 2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify on the 21 st day of May, 2014, I served the foregoing by
mailing and emailing a true and correct copy to:
Peter J. Johnson
JOHNSON LAW GROUP
103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, \Y./A 99207-2317

CERTIFICATION OF CHARLES H. Ct\RPENTER- P.>\GE 3

EXHIBITO

Rebuttal Report
Charley Carpenter <carpentc@carpenterlawfirmplc.com>
To: Pete Johnson <pjohnson@johnsonlaw.org>

Charles H. Carpenter
Carpenter Law Firm pie
210 N. Higgins Ave Suite 336
Missoula MT 59802
(406) 543-0511 (\.Oice)
(406) 214-9540 (mobile)
Admitted in Montana, Idaho, Maryland, DC

E
"'

GrandyExpertReport.pdf
9047K

Fri, Jan 17, 2014 at 5:50 PM

AVIATION ACCIDENT CONSULTANTS

Expert Report
- - - - - - - - - - ------------·--·-··--Accident of Helicopter N67264, 31 August, 2010
Larry Grandy

1/15/2014

EXPERT REPORT
BACKGROUND
On August 31, 2010, at approximately 08:50 PDT, a Hiller UH-12E helicopter, N267264,
departed from Skid Row Seaplane Base (WT33) near Clarkston, WA. The aircraft was
piloted by a commercially rated pilot and had two Idaho Department Fish and Game
(IDFG) state biologists on board. They were enroute to Selway Falls, ID to conduct an
aerial wildlife survey. At approximately 09:29 PDT, in the vicinity of Kamiah, ID, the pilot
broadcast that he was "landing at Kamiah'1 (573). This was an unscheduled landing and
was approximately 35 miles from the destination. Minutes after that radio call, the
helicopter impacted a travel trailer, utility lines and the terrain. The pilot and both IDFG
employees were fatally injured. The aircraft was substantially damaged. The helicopter
was registered to and operated by Leading Edge Aviation, located in Clarkston, WA.

SCOPE
In December 2013, I was retained by Charles H. Carpenter of the Carpenter Law Firm to
provide consulting and expert witness services in regards to the following:

?

Provide a Rebuttal Report to the 7 November 2013 "Schiff Report of Findings,"
authored by Colin Sommer.

I am an FAA certificated helicopter pilot with ratings as an Airline Transport Pilot,
Certificated Flight Instructor (Helicopter) Instrument. I have over forty-six years of flying
experience, and approximately 8,850 flight hours. My service in the United States
Marine Corps included tours as a squadron Commanding Officer and Marine Aircraft
Group Executive Officer, flying a wide variety of aircraft and missions, including
shipboard flight operations. In the civilian world, I have served as company Chief Pilot,
FAA 135 Check Airman, Flight Instructor, Training Coordinator, and Safety Officer. I
currently serve as an Emergency Aeromedical Services helicopter pilot. My Case List,
rates, and CV are provided as Attachments 1 and 2.

2

REFERENCES

NTSB Reports
NTSB Docket
Federal Aviation Regulations
USDA Forest Service Report
Law Enforcement Agency Reports
Deposition of Jim Pope Jr.
Deposition of Mike Atchison
Deposition of Luke Rinebold
Deposition of Jay Crenshaw
Deposition of Joseph Dupont
Deposition of Clay Hickey
Report of Doug Stimpson
Report of Colin Sommer
Leading Edge Aviation Documents
Idaho Department of Fish and Game Documents
Flight Safety Training Histories for Ms. Schiff and Mr. Barrett
Aviation Training Modules
Scene and Wreckage Inspection Photographs
Telephone Conference with Jim Pope Jr. & Sparky Bloodsworth, 1/9/2014

NARRATIVE

On 31 August 2010, a helicopter flight was originated from Skid Row Seaplane Base
(WT33) in the vicinity of Clarkston, WA. The purpose of the flight was to conduct a
wildlife survey in the vicinity of Selway Falls, ID. Two employees of the Idaho
Department of Fish and Game {IDFG) arrived at approximately 08:00 for a briefing. The

3

pilot in command (PIC), Mr. Perry Krinitt, and the owner, Mr. James Pope Jr., conducted
a thorough mission brief. Mr. Mike Atchison, the Operations Manager, was also present.
The enroute flight path and survey routes, refueling point, crewmember duties,
emergencies and communications, and other items were briefed. Maintaining positive
control of all items of equipment in the cockpit was particularly stressed because the
wildlife survey itself would be conducted with the doors off. The enroute leg to the
refueling point at Selway would be flown with doors on at the request of the IDFG
1

personnel. The female biologist, Ms. Danielle Schiff, was in possession of a metal
clipboard that would be used for recording data during the survey. The possibility of
airsickness was also covered as Ms. Schiff indicated to Mr. Pope that she had
2

encountered problems with airsickness in the past. Additionally, Ms. Schiff indicated to
the owner that this was her first helicopter flight. 3 After the cockpit briefing at the
aircraft, all externally carried equipment was properly stored and secured by the PIC.
The PIC then entered the cockpit and occupied the center seat. Ms. Schiff sat on his
right and Mr. Larry Barrett was seated on his left. Ms. Schiff had placed a clipboard on
4

her seat prior to boarding. After start and takeoff checks were complete, the helicopter
departed for Selway Falls at approximately 08:50 PDT to refuel. Automatic Flight
Following was activated with the state communications agency, STATE COMM. At
approximately 09:29, Mr. Krinitt made a radio call to STATECOMM that they were
"Landing Kamiah." 5 This was an unplanned stop and no reason was given for the
landing at Kamiah airport.

Witnesses on the ground at Kamiah heard and saw the helicopter at altitude as it was
transiting from west to east. One witness provided a full account of the events. He first
heard the helicopter and then was able to see it and believed it was descending slowly
towards the town area. He then heard a loud bang and saw parts separating from the
1

Pope deposition p. 68-69
Pope deposition p. 70
3 Pope deposition p. 71
2

4

5

Atchison deposition p. 83
NTSB Report p. 1
4

helicopter and falling to the ground. Following the bang, the helicopter started rotating
left and right about its vertical axis for a short period, and then it descended steeply and
6

crashed. Additionally, this witness said that he saw someone on the right side of the
cockpit holding open the right side door, and then the door was moved to a closed
position. 7

The crash occurred approximately 4-6 minutes after the "Landing Kamiah" radio call was
made. The Idaho State Police report indicates 09:35 PDT as the Report Time of the
accident. 8 The helicopter impacted utility lines, a house and a travel trailer. Medical
personnel declared Mr. Krinitt and Ms. Schiff dead at the scene. Mr. Barrett was
transported by ambulance, but died enroute to the hospital. The helicopter was
substantially damaged.

NTSB INVESTIGATION

The NTSB investigation revealed that the clipboard that had been in the cockpit struck
the helicopter's tail rotor. After the tail rotor strike, the tail rotor gearbox broke away
from the helicopter, creating a loss of anti torque and a balance problem that the pilot
attempted to manage. The investigation did not reveal any pre-mishap difficulties with
the engine, transmissions, or rotor systems.

The route of flight determined from on board GPS equipment from the aircraft shows
that the terrain overflown would have allowed for a precautionary landing at almost any
time during the flight. Mr. Krinitt could have safely executed a precautionary landing
had there been any mechanical problems with the helicopter. The radio call, "Landing
Kamiah," was made without any indication of mechanical problems, and a few minutes
prior to the loss of the tail rotor and the ensuing emergency.

6

Rinebold deposition p. 7-12
Rinebold deposition p. 13-14
8 Attachment #4 of State Responses to RFPD p. 2, 6
7

5

------------------------

.. ............................................

_
.

PILOT
Mr. Krinitt was fully qualified to act as Pilot in Command for this flight He possessed a
Commercial Certificate with ratings for Rotorcraft and Helicopter. His most recent FAA
135.293 Proficiency Check was conducted on October 29, 2009 in the Hiller UH-12E. He
was also qualified to fly two other aircraft operated by Leading Edge Aviation. His total
flight hours were approximately 9,000 with 300 hours in the Hiller UH-12. Mr. Krinitt
was appropriately qualified and "carded" by Idaho state agencies.

AVIATION EXPERIENCE OF IDFG EMPLOYEES
Ms. Schiff had the least amount of aviation experience of the two biologists. She had
flown in fixed wing aircraft during the 2003-2004 timeframe, and then had a break in
service from IDFG and flying duties. She returned to the IDFG in January 2008. This was
her first flight since 2004 and first time to fly in a helicopter. The IDFG safety policy
requires employees flying in low altitude operations in helicopters or fixed wing to take
appropriate safety courses. Every three years they must attend "in-person" flight safety
training. The other two years they complete on-line training modules. After her return
to IDFG, Ms. Schiff did not attend the required, "in-person," training. She did complete
the online training in early August 2010. The IDFG safety policy also calls for flying
employees to read the Flight Policy A-17.04 and provide certification to their
supervisors. There is no evidence that Ms. SchiJf completed this requirement.

Mr. Barrett was a senior biologist who was very experienced in helicopter flying. His
training and qualifications were current. During the Selway Falls mission, he was to be
the Primary observer with Ms. Schiff doing the recording.

CREWMEMBER STATUS OF MS. SCHIFF AND MR. BARRETT
Federal Aviation Regulation Part 1, Definitions and Abbreviations, provides the following
definitions for a Fllghtcrew Member and a Crewrnember:

6

Flightcrew member means a pilot, flight engineer, or flight navigator assigned to duty in

an aircraft during flight time.
Crewmember means a person assigned to perform duty in an aircraft during flight time.

It is accurate to say that Ms. Schiff and Mr. Barrett were not flightcrew Members on this
accident flight. To that extent Mr. Sommer's discussion is correct. However, the
definition of Crewmember accurately depicts their purpose for participating in the
accident flight. Mr. Krinitt, the PIC, would have been unable to conduct this survey by
himself. His duty was to fly the helicopter. lDFG's aerial wildlife survey mission required
that a primary and secondary observer be assigned for duty in the helicopter during
flight time. The IDFG intended that those employees, who flew lower altitude survey
missions, receive the required safety training, as well as survival gear, flight suits,
helmets, and other equipment necessary to meet the flight requirements of the
missions. For this mission the IDFG employees were Crewmembers, not passengers who
were along-for-the-ride. Ms. Schiff and Mr. Barrett were not paying to fly; they were
compensated for the skills they provided during the flight.

AIRCRAFT INFORMATION AND INVESTIGATION
The aircraft was a Hiller UH-12E Soloy Conversion, registration number N67264. It was
owned and operated by leading Edge Aviation (LEA). The helicopter had received an
Annual Inspection in April 2010 and a 100 Hour Inspection in July 2010, and had flown
approximately 80 hours since the 100 Hour Inspection.
In February 2002, the aircraft was modified by replacing the standard Hiller doors with
left and right "bubble doors." The advantage of the bubble door was to provide
enhanced vertical visibility from the coi;kpit, as well as providing a roomier cockpit. With
standard Hiller doors installed the quarters were described as "very tight."

9

Pope deposition p. 27
7

9

The modification plan was approved by the FAA and completed utilizing FAA Form 337.
This allows for modifications to individual aircraft and can be used for major alterations
such as this one. It is commonly used in general aviation. Included in this alteration was
the change of the door handles. The handles were easier to operate and superior to
those on the standard Hiller door. In his deposition Mr. Pope indicated that inadvertent
opening of the doors were far more frequent with the standard Hiller doors than with
the bubble doors. 10 He considers the standard Hiller door to be "junk" that is weaker in
structure and awkward to open. 11

The modified door/handle for the bubble doors is a central issue in the report authored
by Mr. Colin Sommer, "Schiff Report of Findings." Mr. Sommer stated that the FAA 337

Form and modification "... received an individual aircraft specific FAA field approval." and
that, "The approval is legal and is not uncommon in the aviation industry..."12 However,
later in the paragraph he implies that the door handles, manufactured by Air Tractor
Company, are for use only on fixed wing aircraft. This is not the case. If the FAA
inspector reviewing the materials described in the Form 337 determines the door
handles are acceptable for use on a different category of aircraft, then the inspector
may approve that modification. In this specific case, the FAA Inspector approved the
description of data and procedures, and the modification was legal.

The Form 337 also stipulated that the left and right doors hardware and attach points
would be specifically checked at 100 hour and annual inspections. As indicated above in
the "Aircraft Information and Investigation" paragraph, 100 Hour and Annual
Inspections were appropriately conducted, and the helicopter was considered
alrworthy. 13

Pope deposition p. 29
Pope deposition p. 29-30
12 Schiff Report of Findings p. 4
13 FAA Form 337 dtd. 2-19-2002 p. 2
1o

11

8

In late June or early July of 2010, Mr. Pope experienced several inadvertent right door
openings while flying N67264. The flight operations conducted were agricultural
spraying, which involved numerous 180-degree turns, high gross weights, significant
airspeed changes and significant airframe vibrations. All of the inadvertent door
openings occurred without a passenger/crewmember in the right seat.
Inadvertent door openings are not unusual in helicopters. In any flight mode a
helicopter has a high degree of airframe vibration. The vibrations are much worse at
slower airspeeds and higher gross weights due to power changes. The vibration causes
parts to move and rattle. If the door handles and other parts are not appropriately
adjusted, the door may pop open. Some manufacturers have added caution lights to the
door systems, which inform the pilot that a door latch is loose or open. In my forty-five
years of helicopter flying I have had a door pop open at least once on every model I
have flown. But in all cases of inadvertent door openings, the door would only open a
small amount due to the force of the outside air.,. In my experience, some doors were
easy to close after opening in flight and some were more difficult. If the pilot or
crewmember could not close the door in flight,, a safe landing was accomplished to close
the door. As the problem was discovered in each aircraft, maintenance personnel were
advised and adjustments were completed. The identical maintenance actions occurred
with helicopter N67264. Mr. Pope advised Mr. Bloodsworth, the LEA mechanic, of the
inadvertent openings. Mr. Bloodsworth made the adjustments and the door "operated
perfectly."

14

On 9 January 2014, I interviewed Mr. Pope and Mr. Bloodsworth via a conference call.
Mr. Pope remembered the incidents of the right bubble door popping open during the
spraying operations in June or July 2010. He was always able to easily close and latch
the door himself, and nothing exited the cockpit, as all items had been secured. Mr.
Pope stated in his deposition that closing the bubble door on the Hiller UH-12E in flight

11

Pope deposition p.114-115
9

-

'

"...is as easy to close as a lid on a laptop. "15 For the flight back to Clarkston he utilized a
bungee cord to prevent the door from opening. Mr. Pope told me that after the
adjustments to the door were made, there were no further inadvertent door openings.
He was not aware of any inadvertent door openings between the July 2010 100 Hour
Inspection and the accident. The helicopter flew approximately 80 hours after the 100
Hour Inspection. During examination of LEA provided documents, two photographs
were found. The first was LEA 001144, which is Hiller helicopter N67264 with the bubble
doors. The photograph is below.

LEA 001144 N67264 with Bubble Doors

LEA 0011039 and 001040 (see pg. 11) depict the left door handle on the bubble door of

helicopter N67264. The lower left picture is the left door handle in the open position.
J!>

Pope deposition p. 29
10

The upper right picture is with the handle closed. Mr. Pope stated that with the handle
in the closed position, the shoulder of the person sitting on that seat would effectively
block that handle from inadvertently coming forward and allowing the door to open. 16
The identical situation would exist on the right door and handle. This can be seen in LEA
001144 {see pg. 10) where the passengers on either side of the pilot hide the door
handles from view.

16

Telephone conference 1/9/2014
11

OPINIONS

1. Mr. Krinitt, the Pilot in Command, was properly trained and fully qualified to fly this
mission. His mission and cockpit briefing for two IDFG biologists was professional and
thorough.
2. Ms. Schiff was not properly trained or certified to fly on this flight. Due to her break in
service with IDFG, she was required to attend classroom, in-person aviation safety
training before flying. She did not attend that training, even though it is required by
IDFG safety policy. Additionally, she did not submit certification that she had read that
same safety policy. She was prone to airsickness. Her last flights were in 2004 in a fixed
wing aircraft. Her first flight in approximately six years was her first flight in a helicopter.
3. Ms. Schiff was in possession of the metal clipboard when the helicopter departed,
and she had been thoroughly briefed to keep the clipboard secured during the flight.
4. Per witnesses, the initial descent towards Kamiah was completely controlled. The
route of flight prior to Kamiah provided numerous precautionary landing areas and
sites. The "Landing Kamiah" radio call by Mr. Krinitt did not contain any additional
information indicating any aircraft problems. There is no indication or evidence that Mr.
Krinitt was making a "precautionary landing" at Kamiah Airport, as Mr. Sommer
suggests.

17

5. At approximately 0933-34 PDT, in the vicinity of Kamiah, the metal clipboard was
allowed to exit the helicopter cockpit. It struck the tail rotor, causing the tail rotor
blades and the gearbox to break off. The helicopter became uncontrollable and crashed,
killing all three occupants.
6. The most likely reason for the exit of the clipboard was that Ms. Schiff experienced
significant nausea, opened the right cockpit door and allowed the clipboard to exit the
cockpit. Per the briefing prior to the flight she was instructed by the PIC to keep the
clipboard secured. Another, far more remote, possibility is that the door opened

17

Schiff Report of Findings p. 13

12

inadvertently and she allowed the clipboard to exit the cockpit. She was still responsible
for keeping the clipboard secure.
7. It is the opinion of Mr. Sommer that Ms. Schiff and Mr. Barrett were passengers and

not flight crew on this accident flight. However, in accordance with the FAA definitions
discussed in pp. 6 & 7 above, they were crewmembers. They were tasked with certain
duties. Ms. Schiff did not comply with her responsibility of securing the clipboard and
this resulted in the crash of helicopter N67264.
8. It is the opinion of Mr. Sommer that "The right side door of the aircraft opened due to

the defective nature of the modified door and latch system ... "18 He also states, "The
modifications of the door and latch system were faulty in design and did not allow for a
for a secure latch or positive locking mechanism of the door to be maintained in
flight." 19
In response: The FAA approved the Form 337 that provided the data for the
modifications to the doors and latch assemblies. The doors and latch assemblies were
not defective.
9. It is the opinion of Mr. Sommer that the there had been numerous inadvertent door

openings prior to the accident. He indicates that the company was aware of the
problem, and the discrepancy was not corrected properly.
In response: Mr. Pope indicated in his deposition that after the inadvertent openings in
June or July 2010, he advised Mr. Bloodsworth of the discrepancy. Mr. Bloodsworth
adjusted the door handle and corrected the discrepancy. After the adjustment, there
were no further inadvertent door openings. 20 This was reiterated during the telephone
conference of 9 January 2014. 21

18

Schiff Report of Findings, Opinion 9
Schiff Report of Findings, Opinion 11
20 Pope deposition p. 114-115
21 Telephone conference 1/9/2014
19

13

I reserve the right to make changes to my opinions as more materials and information
are provided for my review.

Aviation Accident Consultants

760-701-2083

14

LARRY GRANDY
Aviation Accident Consultants

CASES AS CONSULTANT/EXPERT & RATES

1. Bristol Aerospace v. Schlotzauer Case No. CL 102824 Deposition, Trial Testimony (Polk
County IA, 25 June 2009).
2. Ferguson v. Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc. Case No. 1:09cv635-MHT. Deposition (Tarrant
County TX, 16 August 2011).
3. Yelton-Ballenger v. Aeronautical Accessories Inc. Deposition (Birmingham AL, 26 August

2011).
4. Hess v. Sandel Avionics, Inc. Deposition, Trial Testimony (San Diego County CA, 23 May
2012)
5. AIRLIFT v. Donald Deposition (Orange County CA, July 17 2012)
6. Ferris Clark v. En~~Xl,_Trial Testimony (New Orleans LA, October 29 2013)
Note: Underlining indicates my client.
My hourly rates are $220 per hour plus expenses. This hourly rate is applicable to all work
including depositions, court testimony, etc.

Attachment 1

LARRY GRANDY
AVIATION ACCIDENT CONSULTANTS
3473 RAVINE DRIVE
CARLSBAD, CALIFORNIA 92010
760-701-2083 (c), 760-729-6298,
QUALIFICATION SUMMARY
Forty-six years of progressive experience as an operational rotary and fixed wing pilot.
Military and civilian designations as Mission commander, Formation Leader, Chief Pilot,
Chief Flight Instructor, Standardization Pilot, Safety Officer, Functional Check Pilot, Aircraft
Commander, Maintenance Officer and FAA Check Airman/Aviation Safety Counselor.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts, Miami University, 1968
Master of Science, University of Southern California, 1980
Graduate, University of Southern California Aviation Safety and Security Program, 2010
Graduate, Helicopter Association International Human Factors Safety Course, 2002
Graduate, Commanding Officer's Safety Course, 1985
Graduate, U.S. Navy Fixed Wing Transition Course, 1974
Graduate, U.S. Army Rotary Wing Course, 1968

ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIP
Helicopter Association International, lnternational Society of Air Safety Investigators, National
Association of Flight Instructors, American Helicopter Society, National Emergency Medical
Services Pilots' Association, Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association.
FLIGHT CERTIFICATION
Airline Transport Pilot-Helicopter
Flight Instructor-Instrument, Helicopter
Former FAA Check Airman
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
Bell Helicopter: BH-205(Huey), BH-212(Huey), BH-222, BH-230, BH-206, BH-209(Cobra)
Eurocopter: EC-135, MBB-BK117, MBB-BO105, AS-350(A-Star)
MD Helicopters: MD-900/902(Explorer}. MD-500
Boeirig Helicopters: BV-107(CH-46)
Schweizer Aircraft: SH-300C
North American: T-2 Buckeye, OV-10 Bronco
McDonnell Douglas: A-4 Skyhawk
FLIGHT HOURS Over 8,850 accident free flight hours in various types of helicopters, airplanes,
and missions. Military and civilian operating experience in Flight Instruction, Emergency Medical
Services, Night Vision Goggles and Instrument Flight

Attachment 2
1

EXPERIENCE
1993-Present Consultant/Expert Witness-Conducted over forty accident investigations
involving military and civilian accidents. Primary expertise in Human and Pilot Factors,
Accident Reconstruction, Federal Aviation Regulations. Qualified as expert witness for fifteen
cases. Deposition and court testimony in numerous cases.
1989-Present. Aviation-Aeromedical pilot, Flight Instructor and Part 135 Check Airman for
MD-902. BHT-222 & BK-117. Currently employed by Mercy Air Services, Inc. Former Chief
pilot for Mercy Air Services, Inc. Aeromedical pilot for Omniflight Helicopters, Inc. Chief Flight
Instructor for Civic Helicopters Inc. FAA Aviation Safety Counselor. San Diego FSDO. Detailed
involvement in safety and accident prevention during all of the above employments.

1968-1988. Military-Career officer United States Marine Corps, holding numerous aviation
leadership billets, including Command tours as Commanding Officer of Light Attack
Helicopter Squadron and Executive Officer of Marine Aircraft Group. Additional positions
include Maintenance Officer, Safety Officer, and Standardization pilot. Combat experience,
Vietnam.
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EXHIBITP

Experts
Charley Carpenter <carpentc@carpenterlawfirmplc.com>
To: Pete Johnson <pjohnson@johnsonlaw.org>

Sun, Feb 2, 2014 at 7:07 AM

Eric Knowles does not have a conference room in his office, so you'll need to find us a spot.
Do you want me to check dates for Grandy?
On Sommers, could you send me his file (except for depositions) and his list of prior cases.

Charles H. Carpenter
Carpenter Law Firm pie
210 N. Higgins Ave Suite 336
Missoula MT 59802
(406) 543-0511 (-.oice)
(406) 214-9540 (mobile)
Admitted in Montana, Idaho, Maryland, DC
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e State

PERRY KRINITT,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
V.

)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
AUGMENT

)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH & GAME,
and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants-Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 42417-2014
Lewis County No. 2012-146

A MOTION TO AUGMENT was filed by counsel for Respondents on February 2, 2015.
Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HER§BY IS ORDERED that Respondents' MOTION TO AUGMENT be, and hereby is,
GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the document listed below, file stamped copies
of which accompanied this Motion:
1. Certificate of Attorney Peter J. Johnson Regarding Defendant's Response Memorandum,
with attachment, file-stamped May 8, 2014.
DATED this

,~]-day of February, 2015.

For the Supreme Court

Stephen W. Kenyon, ~ k

cc: Counsel of Record

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT - Docket No. 42417-2014
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PETER J. JOHNSON
Johnson Law Group
103 E. Indiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207-2317

~
Oe1:n1ty

Phone: (509) 835-5000
Fax:
(509) 326-7503
ISB No.4105

_Attorneys for Defendants
JN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS

PERRY KRJNITT,
NO. CV 12-146

v.
CERTIFICATE OF ATTORNEY ·
PETER J. JOHNSON REGARDlNG
DEFENI?ANTS' RESPONSE
MEMORANDUM

IDAHO DEPART.MENT OF FISH AND
GAME and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants.

***

STATE OF WASHINGTON
ss.
County of Spokane

. . PETER J. JOHNSON, being :first duly swom on oath, depose and state:
I am the attomey for Defendants· herein. Attached hereto as exhibits are true and correct
.copies of pages from the following depositions:

Exlu"bit A - Deposition of 1'/41chael Atchison
Page 61, lines. 16-18 ·
Page 83, lines 23
Page 95, lines 25
Page 96, lines 19-20Page 96, lines 22-23
.Page 97, lines 5-6
Page 97, lines 14-1,8

.

.Page 105, lines 19 to Page 106, lines

is

Page 107, 1ines12 tQ Page 108,.lines 6

JOHNSON LAW GROUP
103 B. Indiana, Suite A
Spolame, WA 99207~.2317
TEL: (509) 835-5000 FAX: (509)326-7503
.

f-!

-.-\I

u

Exhibit B • Deposition ofJay Crenshaw, Page 72, lines12-24
Exhibit C • Deposition of Jim :Pope, Jr.
Page 66, lines13-15
Page 124, lines 16 to Page 126, lines 16

Exhibit D - Deposition of Douglas Stimpson

Page 29, lines 17-19
Page 29, lines 7-9
Page 34, lines 9-11
Page 34, lines 12-18
Page 35, Jin~ 21-24

Page 37, lines 5-7
Page 48, lines 9-17

Page 86, lines 16-24
, · es 6-11

Page

A N D S W O R N b e f o r e ~ ----

NotaryPublicmandf fueState of Washington,
residing at Spokane
· My Commission ex.P.ires: - 'B - l '6 - J/.p
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

.

I hereby certify that on this _l::__ day ofMay, 2014, :I: caused to be served a copy of the foregoing
by the method indicated below and addressed to the following:
Charles H. Carpenter
·carpenter Law Finn, PLC
210 N. Higgins Avenue, Suite 336
Missoula, :MT 59802
Phone:
(406) 543-0511
Fax:
(406) 258-036'5

[X]

.[] ·
[]
[]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Federal Express

fX:\ 1760\Pldg\CER!' • At10rne,v (R.espcnse h4emn).v.tpd

JOHNSON LAW GROUP103 E. lndiana, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99207·2317
Tm..: (S09) 835•5000 FAX: (S09) 326-7503 ·
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EXHIBIT A

,

I"
..

,--.,

J'

l)

u

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT,

1
2

SITTING

WITHIN AND FOR NEZ PERCE COUNTY,

3

STATE

OF IDAHO

4
5
6

7

CYNTHIA K. BARRETT, surviving

Plaintiffs,

8
9

)
)
)
)
.)
)
)

spouse of LAWRENCE T. BARRETT,
deceased, and PATRICIA E. SCHIFF,
surviving parent of DANJ:ELLE J.
SCHIFF, deceased

)
)NO. CV 2012-01 704

vs.

)

10

11

LEADING EDGE AVIATION, L.L.C.,
}
an Idaho limited liability company; )
VALLEY HELICOPTER SERVICE, L.L.C., )
an Idaho limi. ted liability company )

12
13

HARRY'M. CRAVIOTTO, currently doing)
business as Aurora Services, and
)
JO.HI.\J DOE CORPORATIONS 1 THROUGH 10,)
)

Defendants.

14

)

15
16

TRANSCRIPT. OF THE DEPOSITION OF MIKE ATCHISON

17

HAD ON THE 10TH DAY OF JULY,. 2013, AT 3:53 PM

18
19
20
21
22 ·

23

24
. 25

REPORTED BY:

K

&

KRISTI

LYNN EVANS,

RfR, CSR· NO. 661

K REPORTING {208)743-1380
kkreport@wildblue~net
1

I

1

/1

V

I 1 11 let him answer.

1

MR. ANEGON:

2

MR. SCHOEGGL.

3

MR. ANEGON:

4

A.

Let him answer his question.

That's .fair.

I'm sorry.

Go ahead.

Froifi what I know the;1:e was a clipboard thci.t

5

went out of the right .front door; that that ·clipboard

6

was owned by Fish and Game •

7

during the briefing to keep track ~fall loose items in

8

the aircraft.

9

crew member, was Danielle Schiff.

Crew member was instructed .

The right front passenger, right front
She had a prone -·

1O

she had tendency to become sick in aircraft.

11

stated that, as Perry asked her about experience.

12

the clipboard piece that was found had markings of the

13

tail rotor on it.

14

that point in time that that

15

the wreck.

16,-

Q.

She had
And

So, I concluded in my best guess at

may

have been what caused

. (By Mr. Anegon) What evidence _did you have

17

she got sick?

18

_A.

l don't. have any evidence that she got sick.

19

Q.

But yo:u had that conversation with Mr. Nelson

20

that _wh.at you thought happened?

21

A;

Yes ..

22

Q.

I want to make sure on this,· okay.·

Was it

23

the day ·-·- the first conversation you had with· him or

24

the second conversation you had?

25

.

A.

'

This is three years ago.

I don't recall if

K & K REPORTING· {208) 743-1380
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I

6
2

:r remember that clipboard was in the right

A.

1

£ront seat with Danielle Schiff.

3

All right.

Q.

Wb.at do you re..inernber about the

4

clipboard in terms of its siz-e, what it was m.ade out

5

of, so on?
A.

6

It was a metal clipboard, approximately 8 1/2
It had some stickers on. it.

7

by 11 one inch thick.

B

some sheets of paper, and I know she had some pencils

9

to -write the data down with.

Then it says....:_ next sentence says:

Q.

10

Had

Perry

11

said to place the internal things that. were going along

12

with them inside of the helicopter, and that he would

13

secure the rest of the external cargo.

14

that was· -

15

clipboard when you were out by the helicopter?

first of all you saw. -- was she holding the

16

.A.

Yes.

17

Q.

All right,

· 18

Question about

and

I just read that' sei:itence.

Diq she actually put the clipboard. in the helicopter

19 · ~fore she got in?

20

A.

Yes.·

21

Q.

All right.

23

A.

She placed ~t on the seat.

24

Q.

And was anything else placed, on the seat · or

22

2s

Sat it on the seat, or do you

know?

inside the helicopter before they boarded?
K

&
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l

's..,/

.1

1

there somebody else there that's doing that every time?

2

other .words, what you did, checking everything, does

3

that always happen?

4

A.

No, no.

5

Q.

Okay, it just happened that day because you

6

happened to be there?

And was there specific reason

7

that it happened that day?

8

A.

Because I was there. ·

9

Q.

All right.

10
11
12

13

14

So, if you hadn't been there

Perry would have made those~- did it on his own?
A.

Yes.

If I wasn't there Perry would have done

everything himself.
Q.

Why isn't there anything in your statement

about airsickness?

15

A.

I don't know why there would be.

16

Q.

But you think, in your opinion, that had

17
18

something to do with this accident?
A.. · This statement wasn't written at the time

r•ve

:

.

.

.

.

19

after_...., since

20

stat~nt was written .the day after, -that morning.

21
22

Q.

known other infonnation.

This

But if I understood you right -- and you

correct me if I'm wrong, please, ckay --·you said -

23 · didn't you say _earlier·that Ms. Schiff told you she had
.

24
25

.

.

.

.

_gotten airsick in the past or was susce~tible to it?
.
.
A. I don't recall exactly when she told me·that.
K

&
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\

\

1

She told that to Perry, as I believe we talked about

2

previously.

3

here.

4

have any, at that pn"int in ti.me-, reason to believe or

5

knowledge of anything about the accident other than

6

what happened up to the time they left.

7

I'm documenting in this statement.

8

in there.

I don't know the nature of your question

The timeline accident, I write this, I don't

9

Q.

I don't understand.

That' s what

That•s why it's not

You are not documenting

I'm not sure I understand why you

10

it because why?

11

didn't document it.

it isn't in this statement.

12

A.

You asked me why

13

Q.

Right.

14

A.. I'm documenting up to the time that they
left.

16

in the statement.

17
18

That 1 s wh}i it is not

That 's all I documented.

15

Q.

I thought you were told at the briefing that

she was susceptible to· airsickness; is that incorrect?
..

19
20

· A.

I don't know if she said she was .prone to .

airsickness at the briefing or not.

21

Q.

Go ·ahead.

22

A~

This is -- you asked me why I didn't document

23
24

25

I'.m sorry.

it.in this statement; is that correct?
Q. · Yeah.

know if

I

. I. -would like to know why.

I don't

have gotten an answer to that question yet,.

K

&
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0
1

Mr. Atchison.

2

statement'?

Can you just -- why isn't that in your

3

A.

1 didn't put it in the statement.

4

Q.

Wr.ty7

5

A.

I didn't believe I knew that at the time.

6

I

don't believe I did know that at the time.

7

All right.

Q.

Jf Mr. Pope said that came up

8

during the briefings that morning and you were there

9

that whole time did you just not hear it or I· can't recall -- this is three years ago_.

A.

10

I

11

can't recall whether she said that then or later after

12

the fact, and I don't know exactly when that time was.

13

J do know that she had talked about her experience.

14

don't know if I knew that she was prone to airsickness.

15

You said prone to airsickness.

16

was prone to airsickness at that point .in time or if I

17

found that out later.

18
19

· Q.

Okay.

I don't know ·that she

I don't remember.

After the helicopter. spooled up and

then.took off you followed the AFF?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

All right. . Expl~in to me -

22

followed

23 ·
24
25

I

A.

it,

too.

Mr_-

Pope said he

Were you both following it?

We were both in the office where the conputer.

was up ..
Q.

All right.

K

&

So, how often would you look. at
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I

(:

(1

\_l

0

'-/

1

we were there at the office.

2

mid-afternoon once everything kind of went -

3

home.

that's when you talked about typing up your statement? .
A.

6

The next morning I came in and then typed up

7

my statement.

8

Q.

9

I went

Then you went back the next morning, and

Q.

5

And I left, I believe,

Did you talk to anybody that evening when you

went home about this?
I believe I talked to my mother and let her

A.

10
11

know that there had been an accident and that I was

12

fine, and I believe I talked with -

13

with Julie Burkhart.

I know I talked

14

Q.

Who is she?

15

A.

She is just a personal friend who knew that I

16

work~d in the helicopter business, and I don l t recall .·

17

anyone else.

18

called me.

19

Q.

I can't remember who' I called or who

Since this accident Mr •. Pope. testified ·.

20

earlier today that Leading Edge now has. lanyards for .

21

clipboards; is that correct?·

22
23
24 .

25

A.

Leading Edge does not have lanyards for

clipboards.
Q.

I have a lanyard on my personal clipboard.

· All

right.

I got the impression -

created a lanyard for your personal clipboard?

K .& K REPORTING {208)743-1380
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so, you

0
1

A.

2

records.

3

Q.

5

plastic?

6

A.
of metal.

9

the one that -

13

14

Is it a folding clipboard like

Does it fold?

Q.

11

17

It is made out of -- my clipboard is made out

8

12

What kind of clipboard do you

have?. 1:n other wards, is it made out of wood, metal,

a Fish a_nd Game clipboard?

It is similar to the one that Fish and Game

A.

10

16

All right.

I have to keep spray

4

7

15

That I s correct.

had, yes.
.And why did you decide to make a lanyard _for

Q.

yourself after the accident?
Becaµse I don't want there to ever be any

A.

kind of an idea that something could happen.
Have you been" since -- ·you became --

Q.

bas1cally starte~ flying commercial missions £or

· 18

Leading·Edge after this accident, based on your pr~or

. 19

testimony·.

.

.

Have· you required passengers or· cr~w

20

members, if they are carrying clipboards,. to have

21

lanyards?

22
23
. 24
. 25

A.

I have not required passengers to have

lanyard on their clipboards.
Q.

As the policy of Leading Edge

does Leading

Edge have. a .policy on that at all ·since the accident

K

&
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EXBIBITB

!

.

\

.

1\:
2 "

1

!11 'l.'.11! SECO!ID Jtl!ll:CIAL !l!ffllC'l.', '
SI!!''l.'ING W!'.rl!IN ffl !'OR IDAllO comm: 1

2

S2'AD OF :IllllllO

3

3

6

C:YftB.nlL
spouse of

daaeaaed, All

SC!BI.J',-., waaaiued

10
11

11

1,2

12

e

Plaintiffs,

JO. CV :Z012-0l 71l4

VI.

13

13

1'

l~
1'1W!SCII.Il'!' OP !l'l!E DE.Posmo11 OF JAY CIUOOllllW

m

or AITGUSf,

lll

20

20

21

21
22
23

HAD ON

22Nll DAY

2D13, A!!' 11:33 Al!

18

22
23

!'or the

l:lefendant:11:

rlli- he:ia,{,~:rt1i3!~ Floor
1

_Seattle, lfA 9B104- 064

MS. SONYALD lt, Rll'l!SCR
Clement.a, Brovn Ii lk!Nitiliol.1

P.O. Box 1510
Lewiston, Idaho 83S01

BWtY

CRAV!OffO . (P:ro S~)

MR.. Pl:f.ER J. iJ'OllNSON

Attorney at .Lav
103 !l. India.na Suite A
Bpoltana, ll'A 9.9207-2317

ltEPOmll Br:

25

msrx l.YRN l!VARS, l!Plt, CSR llO. 661

K

K Ji K REPORTING (208) 74J-13BD

kk:report0wildblue.net

&

l

1
2

JIii;, ·mm·-1(; -SCHOEGGL·
. NII.,· JOltll 1', R'l.'HllS .

24

24

25

Merill, :Bice , Anegon

P.o. Drawar 692
Lewiston, Idaho 83S01

16

l.7
18
1.9

17

Mil. mJ!OJll:' C, Alll!GOH

15

15
16

Jon!JJ.1._ !rower and ca.J.J.ery
P .o. 110:K 854
Lewiston, Idaho 83501

6

CIA

au:rviv.ing 1>arent o D

!I

lilt, 'l.'HOMAS W. CALLBltY
KS. ltJUUN S£11Jl1W'

!i

i
8
ll
10

7

210 11._Bigqins Avenue, Suite 336

MiHoula., RT 59802

4

,4

5

For the Plaintiffs: .IIR. Cl!At!LES IL CUPE!fm
Attorn~. at Law

Iml.EX

or txllillm

BE I'L' IWIEMBElUllD that the above"'.'entil:led matter

1

2

3.

3

'

4
S

5
(j

6

'

'1
·B

g

9

10

10 .

11

cane on tor deposition at the hoar of 11:33 a.a., August
22Jld, 2013, at the Law Offices of C1ement11, Erown ,
Mc'llichol1 1 City of Lewiston, Comity of Naz Perce, State of
Idaho.
('?hereupon the following o:r:&l proceedings
wu:-a hld aa follows, to-wit:)
(Oeposition ixhilrit No. 35 was
lllll:tkad fo:r: identification.)
JAY -Cll.U.SlWJ

after luwing betlll firat d!rl.y 11forn,
1IIUI exminad and tutified as follow,:

12

11
12

13

13

14
lS

14

15

:u;

,ti Peny ltrinitt and

17

1'1

1B

18·
19
20
.21
22

19
20

21

22
23

23

2~

. 2~

25

·2s
JC

*K

!UilPORT!NG 1208) 743-1380
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3

·

2

Exhibit No. 35 - Aviation !raining :Secord

8

K llli:l?OR:.t'ING (20a)74S-1380

kkrepo::tBwiltllllue.net

DIREct' J:Xlllil?W.UIOII

BY Mll. CAlll'mffll:
Q.

!Ii, I'm Charley ca:r:pent:u.

l u reprasentihg

Bryn Peral.ta. in one of the lawmitc

tha~ i,s paneling.. here, and I u going first,

A. Okay.
Q. l'leaae say your llUI! _for the mco=.
A, Jay Cranshaw. · .
g. Spell your l1.1t.na11.1.
A. C-r-e-n-1-b-e.-w.
Q. 'lfllat ia your home ddre1111

Jurral.l Avenue, Lewi,ton, Idaho !!35Dl •.
D, ll.cw lon; have you lived there'/

A, U10

It & K :IIEPOR.UNG C208) 743-1380

.

lck::eport @wilcll:>lwo.net

.
l
from an inatructor.
2 -~
Q. And other th1.11 for your 11UYS in wildlife do
3 . you do that iame process yon just desatib4d for anyone
4 alae in Idaho !'i11h and Gama, for the fillh.uiu, lilllY
S other departments'i
6_
A, !'he only - wll, again, the instanoe we u11
7 talking al:to1.1t, t1Pically the 1/'isha::iu :folks might bava
B one aurvey par yen and so thlt 1s ;all we are daaling
S. with, . ~!: 1 s just huit.tally this dt.uatian that we are
10 talking about here. so, in this cue
onr:ie
1l again, had tll011e records,
12
Q. l'.rio.r to Lar.ty lw:rel:t and D&llillle Schiff
13 getting on tlte :flight on ~!l!'JU!t llat, 2010 would it·
1.( have baen you: :res!)0llaihility to JIIUII lllre t:hat they
15 ·had. the p;rior. training. -. ;he ud.nin17 tllat was
16 required bafare they got on the flight?
17
A. You nun in prior flights?
lS
Q. Ro, before tltat flight, lllifore tlley grit on
19 that flight 11as it yow: responsibility to lll!U sun
21l that they had the regutl:lld training hefo::e tlley got on
21 the flight?
22
A. rt va11 necessary to know that they va:re

l
2
3
4
S
Ii

7
8

9

tlie m,

23
24
25

10
11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
U
2C
21
22
23
24
25

cu::rent.
Q.

And did anyone

w

of you to look to 11ae if

Mr. Barrett 1lllll current?
l( &

ck

A. !!:'hey didn
se the iniomat.ion we
had - y011 know,· again, l would rely - 'lie put a lot of
faith ill employee, u far as them :reeogniung what they
nead and how they would dpc.U11111nt that.. !lo, I would
not, for inatanae, say you viU not - especially if it
is ,omeone who w had prior trainii,g like Larry
llarratt - l voald mit aay, uh!lt, show :me the euct
i:eaord t)lat you have to JDµe it very cl.au that you are
current. l vou1d say, are you current with the: flight,

been.-.

~d _l uy have
in ...
.
part:iaulu year I·uy have bean in the ame training
with him taking that, and he- would aay no oi: if he's
110t aure we lf_ou;d loci: it up.
Q. So, is :l.t fair to say that the
.resp0111ibil:!.ty, then, .i.11 u1t.i!llately with uah
individual employee? .
A. :I think partially. :r woult:ln 't say totally.
(l, Ia there a tiu througltcut the year where you
gn through the .aployeu' :records of everyone in lclaho
l!'ish and Galle tha.t y011 would he ova:r as the flight
nfety officer anyway and those individllals who were
flying, i11 thue eva:r a time dtu:irig the year that you
go throngh each -and every one ·of those names to make
l!lll'e that they ue current on thllir training? .
A. Rot by going through 11 lilt. :r would go
-with--the training?
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1

th:roufJh -

1

2

th& tine

2

l 1101.lld approach them IUld uk it.a. .Most of •
I'm tiling the st:uff the same time thay a:re.
3 · We prefer to take the clas1ro0111 just because it is
.~ c o ~ t . lt is not a.s boring u .sitting at the
5 aomputer for e couple of hours. So, if a class is
6 there typically we lib to do _that,

7
8

tou hava_ Exhibit 7 right in front of you, ao
vhy doll't we ata:rt with that oae. Jxhillit 7 is en

9

exhibit-we urhd in a pm,JJ!~. ~Jlosition, and this .
wu a aamo that .you just· discuBBed vit:h Mr. Carpenter.
And it is from 7011 to C&l Groen 111d !lave Cadv&llader;
ia t:bat correct? ..
1. :tea.
Q. !hen were a fetr words in here that l ;ju1t
wa11ted to fuld out - tall: to ymi ahDllt, and :r 'a
looking- at tli& third Hutenae trhll:re you said: I told
her that, no you ,ae that.?
1. Yes.
Q. rt: •BY•: l -told her tllat no.mally ahe would
neaa to .b.ve the clam:oam .tr&illing vhicll occurs ill the
fall. llhy would abe
need to hive ~ ·
Cl.&H%'OOII\ training?
l. !dell litaaU011 ill clun:oom t:aining, then
'
you 0lll pa,s with tn yur, of the online training
unt!l yOll llan the clu1:room .t:z:airu.ng agw to p:rovidt

10
11

U
13
1,
15
16
17

lB
15
20
21 ·
22
%3
U
25 ·

3

4
5

6

7

Q.

~.mally

'
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a
9
10
11

. 12
13
14
15
16.
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
2~ .

25

some variety.
Q. Whan you say ideal dtua.tion, is that :best
pncl::ice or is that actually required by 11 Fish and
·Game policy that she have the in--i:lassroOlJI training .
hefo.re she takes the online modules?
A. I would have to look at. the specific policy
t0 ansver that.

0. At you sit here today without l0oki11g at the
policy d.o you llave any :reoollecti0J1 as to whether it ia
:raqui.:red for an· individual to take the in--cla1111;r;11P.!!!
training firlt?
A. I felt that the. intent would be at by sh~
llll.d had the .clusroOII\ train.in!!' previ0t11ly. She had a
break in aerviae vith l'ish and Gama, ud I felt that
with the 0nline trainin!l' again being explainad t.o me· by
the folb that - the m folts who put it together
· that it is on th& same pu, buicdly an eguivalent
the clasa:r:00111 ti:aining. That: hy doing that, by doingtha other thinga that I hue indicat.ed here, whi.ch I

to

~ght " " going beyond what noma:µ.y might.be dona,
reviaving all tho111 th:i.Dgs, than uat:i.Dg with •Yll•lf
far discuHiOli ud with Clay l!iokey, that the intent
would be llllt and that l would be oOlllfortlble in having
)!er move alolig U I quuifisd f'lie:.

O,

So ii: .i• your unda::1tanding, then, thll item,

CJ
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1

IN THE SECOND. JUDICIAL DISTRICT,

2

SITTING WITHIN AND FOR NEZ PERCE COUNTY,

3

STATE OF IDAHO

4

5
6
7

CYNTHIA K. BARRETT, surviving

)
)
)
).
)

spouse of LAWRENCE T ~ BARRETT,

deceased, and PATRICIA E. SCHIFF,
surviving parent of D.AN;mLLE J ..
SCHIFF, deceased

)
)

Plaintiffs,

8

)

9

10
11

vs.
LEADING EDGE AVIATION, L.L.C.,

)NO. CV 2012-01704
)
)

an Idaho limited liability company;)
VALLEY .HELICOPTER SERVICE, L.L.C.,

)

12

an Idaho limited liability company)
HARRY M. CR~VIOTTO, currently doing}
business as Aurora Services, and
)

13

JOHN DOE .CORPORATIONS 1 THROUGH 10,)

14

)
)

Defendants.

15
16

TRANSCRIPT OF THE DEPOSITION OF JIM POPE, JR.

17
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18
19
20
·. 21·

22
23.

24
25.
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K

&
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C·
1

Q.

Did you discuss that?

2

A.

No.

3

Q.

Have you used some type of securing device

4

with clipboa:tos wh~ ·you '-ve been a· pilot?

At what time?

5

MR. SCHOEGGL:

6

MR. CALLERY:

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

(By Mr. Callery) What

9

A.

A lanyard.

10

Q.

Did you have lanyards available that day,

11

Any time.

is the device called?

August 31, 2010?

12

A.

We never did prior to the accident.

13

Q.

So, prior to August 31, 2010 you did not have

14

lanyards to secure clipboards available?

15

A.

Did not recognize it as a hazard.

16

Q.

But you do now?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

On any of the flights, on any of your
<

~

•

'

•

•

•

19

survei11a:nce flights prior to August 31, 2010 when a

20

clipboard was in use did you ever see a lanyard or some

21

type of tethering'device used?

22

. A.

Only on a pencil.

23

Q.

24

A.· No.

25

Q.

Never on a _clipboard?

All right.

K

&

Mr. Krinitt went over items
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1

2

Q,

You reviewed the NTSB report last night.

Do

you recall seeing that statement in the NTSB report?

3

A.

4

· ·a.

I don't recall.
All right .. Let me ask you about .-.. you.

5

mentioned that after this accident you started using

6

lanyards for the clipboards.

7

statement of what you said earlier?

8

A.

Y~s.

9

Q.

Okay.

Is that an accurate

When did you -

I know you may not

10

know exactly, and I'm not going to hold you to an exact

11

date here, but when did you make your first purchase of

12

lanyards for the helicopters?

13

A.

Mike went out an.d fashioned one within a day

14

or two a.:fter the accident once we knew that it was a

15

tail rotor strike with a clipboard.

16·

Q.

You

testified you did.J;l' t realize a metal

17

·clipboard was a hazard until after the· accident, but

18

you also testified that you didn't want things going

19

out of the aircraft .

20

together before the accident?

· 21

Y.ou never put two and two .

A. .I did not recognize the clipboard.as big of a

22 · hazard because the assmnption . of it being

in

direct ·

23 · operat'ional control of one of . the observers arid crew
·24·

· 25

members .. · ~ did not fathom "that it would come ·away from
the operational control of the operator ..

K ·& K REPORTING (208)743~1380
kkreport@wildblue.net
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I.

1

Q.

You didn't think that was possible?

2

A.

Oh, everything is possible.

3

Q.

Right.

4

A.

Fut. as· a crew member I trust a- person to,.--·

5

that's their whole job is to hang onto that, and I

6

trust in their abilities to do that.

7

had a problem in the past; so I d::i:d not foresee it.

Q.

8
.

So maybe this is

.

lanyards then if it is -

9

And I have not

sol why did you go to

I'm not asking about any

10

conversations with your counsel, but did somebody

11

advise you to do it?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

Okay.

What kind of lanyards?

14

was put together by Mike Atchison.

15

them?

Did he purchase

I just don't know.
He went out to the shop and go~ co:i::-d and a

16

A.

17

carabineer. . ·

18

Q.

And a what?

19

· A.

Carabineer.

20

Q.

21

You said some

Okay.

Yeah, I know what that is.

Sure~

How

·long are the lc!,nyards?

22

A.

About two ·feet.

23 .

Q~·

Have you changed yo~ pre:t:light briefing· in

24

regards to that with the lanyards?

25

A.

Yes.

K

&
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··-·-----·------------·--------

(.:
"··-.·'
1

Q.

Can you explain how you have changed it?

2

A.

We like to have minimum i terns in the cockp:i. t,

3

4

nothing near the doors, all cargo is going to. be
· secured as if i:t was doors o£f regard.less of tne £light

5

or the people or the perimeters, if you have to take

6

something with you to record data it needs to be· in a

7

securable format.

8
9

10

Q.

Ask it a slightly different way:

Are you

requiring people who get on your helicopter that have
clipboards to use a lanyard?

11

A.

I would not say we are requiring that, no.

12

Q.

And why not?

13

A.

I think it is a judgment call of the pilot

14

and the individual.

I don't know how to make it

15

completely safe.

16

creates more hazard or not.

I don't know whether the lanyard

17

. Q.

18

A.

It:' ,s my opinion.

19

Q.

How do you think it might create.more hazard?

20

A.

getting caught
.Flight controls
.
. -up in flight

Go i ahead and
finish.
.

1~m sorry.

I don't know.

21 · controls, freedom of movement for the occupant to
22

accidental deployment out the door and have the

23

clipboard attached

24

people.

25

willing to listen to anybody'

and

beating _around and hitting ~ ·
.

.

_There is.not a good answer, and I would be

K

&

s suggestions.
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1
2
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4
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5
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7

8
9.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND
GAME, and STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendants

10
11

12
13
14
15

DISCOVERY DEPOSITION

.DOUGLAS E. STIMPSON

.TAKEN ON
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.. 16.
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17
18

11901 ALLISON 'STREET
.'BROOMFIELD, COLORADO 8 0 0 2 0

19
20

·21

22
23
24
25

----·---

_____________._

-------·---·
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A.

1

Where I got my information was from the

board of report that talks about the fact that Sea3

Band wa 9 found in .the 1 U;J"gage, and they make -- they
make a comment that one of the biologists

5

get it ·.right here.

let me

One of the biologists was

6. · · reported to be susceptible to airsickness and that

7

antinausea wrist bands were found in the -external

8

luggage, but they could not be definitely associated

9

with_any particular person.

Q.

10

Okay.

That's fine.

So in the course of

11

your viewing all the materials

12

lots of people have looked at this stuff; lots of

13

questions have been asked.

14

from any individual that says that they have

15

pe.rsonal knowledge that Dani Sc_hiff got sick while

16

iri that ·airer.aft?

.. 17 ·

and again, I me.an,

Bave you seen testimony .

A·. · . I don '.t believe . there's. any p~rs,01:1:al

18 ·.

~owledge of that, and my report is based ·on my

1·9.

reconstruction. and not personal · knowlE:dge.

20

Q. . Okay.·

And part

of

you~ reconstruction was
.

'

21

base.cl· upon statements from Mr. Atchison and Mr. ·

.22

Pop_e,. correct?

23

A.·

Yes.

24

·Q.

Okay.

25

And I assume . you read· Mr ..

_Atchison's.cleposition pretty carefully, correct?

__________ ______
,,

C
Page 34

don't know if she said it."

1

I think what he was

2

sayin~ throughout his deposition is he can't give us

3.

a time frame 0£ exactly what she said and how he

4

found out about it,· but I don't think he contradicts

5

. him to say that "Well, maybe she never said that."

6

So I think he's consistent with saying that

7

"Somehow, someway I fpund out that she said she was.

8

prone to airsickness .. "
Q.

9

10

That's your interpr~tation of his sworn

testimony?

11

A.

That's correct.

12

Q.

You did not include in your written report

13

.the other references that would be less supportive

14

of the statement that you included on page 95; is

15

that .a fair statement?

16

your report;

17

. A.

18

·Q.

Those are not . contained in

. .That's correct •.

And, in fact; evez::i.. when Mr. ·Atchison
.

. .

.

19

interviewed or talked ·to Luke Rinebold,
Mr·. .A.tchison
.
.
.

20

has testified that Luke Rinebold did not tell· him

21

that he saw or observed the passenger in the right

22

seat', who Luke couldn't identify whether.it was male

2?

or femB;l.e, ever getting. sick.

24

testimony'?

25

. A.

'

'

•'

.

'

'

Do you recall that

:·

I recall testimony about, you know,

---·-----·--------------------·------------------..-------.......:

(,

(',
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J..

2

information like that; but I also want to say for
arity .that I don't believe anything in Atchison's

3.

testimony cont.radicted the information about what he

4

believed he got information from..

5

anything in here -- I didn't put other stuff in

6

here .. If I found contradictory information,. I would

7

have listed it in here, but I don 1 t believe anything ·

8

he said contradicted his belief that he thought that

9

she told him that.

So ·1 didn't· put

That's your interpretation?

10

Q. .

Okay.

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

Correct?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

Let me go back to my statement again.

15
-16
. . J.:7-

18

you point to any document anywh~re in which anybody
has testified that Dani Schiff got. sick _in that

aircraft?· ..
A.

No.

•

r

I don·' t think there is any testimony

1·9.

that.· says she got sick in the· aircraft pther than

20

what I've listed in my _report.

21
22

23
24

25

Can

·· Q..

Well, ther-e isn't any testimony in your

report that says that she got :sick?
A.

Well, I ,ust told you we don't have

evidence of that.
Q.

Sure.

And

--------··-------·-·

C
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information of the Sea.,..Band.
2

of the door being open. I look at information that

3

I'm.prpvided by Mr'. Atchison. So you're correct, I

4

don't have physical evidence.

5

don't have vomit in the· front seat.

6

anybody that saw her vomit.

7

that wouldn't be a likelihood or a possibility.

8

9

10

Q.

All right.

Let me

For instance, we
We don't have

It doesn't mean that

go

...

back.

You agree.·

with me that there's no physical evidence ·that
anybody in that helicopter got sick?

11

A.

Sure.

12

Q.

You agree with that?

13

A.

Absolutely.

14

Q.

Either in the wreckage or on the persons

15

or bodies of -- I guess I don '·t · mean to. be

16

disrespectful -- but on the three occupants when·

· 17
.

I look at information

• they were. examined! There's __r10 pJ:?.ysical
evidence of
-. .
. . . . . .. . . . . .
,.

.

:

18

any sickness on the part of any of.the thre~ of

19

t~em; is that a.fair statement?

r

,'

20·
21

.A.

As far as I know, corre·ct.

I don't have

an autopsy ·re~ort, or I don't ,have anything that

.22

says that they.found vomit,.for instance,

23

·. seat O=!=, you know, on clothing, et c~tera.

24

25

correct.
Q.

There's no evidence of that?

on.

the

That's

f!age 48

1

flight?

2

A.

3

I believe there's hard evidence

There is.

on that.

4

Q.

And the hard evidence is what?

5

A.

That it came out the right-hand door when

6

· the door opened, so the clipboard had to be either.

7.

on her lap or in her hands for it to come out. the

8

right door. Okay.
Q.

9

What if it was thrown in the door?

Then

10

it would come out

11

and the door opened, i t would come out, wouldn't it?

A.

12
13

.Q.

15

A.

'· · 17

I don't know.

That I can't tell you.

I

haven't done any testing on it .

14

16

if it was thrown in the door

What if it was on the floor?
· I don't believe -- no,· there's no way it's

going_to get picked up from the floor.

There's not

enough . airflow .in there~ ...
Q •.

So your assumption is that it was on her

20

A.

Or in her hands

21

Q.

In her hands?

22

A.

23

Q.

18
19

lap?

or in he·r control, yes •.
Well, r· mean, I guess either in her 1·ap or

24

irt·her hands, that would·be your definition of "in

·25

her control," correc:t?·

---··--·--·---

Page 86

A.

1

I work for a company known as Accident.

2

1nvestigation and Reconstruction in Broomfield,

3

Colorac;io.
MR. JOHNSON:

4

And, Counsel, I will agree

5

that you can submit his CV with all his background

6

information in conjunction with the summary judgment

7

motion without you having to go through it all in.

8

the deposition.

I've got no problem with that.

MR. CARPENTER:

9

Are you saying that you 're

1O

not going to object to his qualifications to offer

11

any of the opinions that he 1 s offered?

12

MR. JOHNSON:

13

MR. CARPENTER:

I'm not going to
I'm not asking you to

14

agree to the opinions.

15

he's qualified to render them.
MR. JOHNSON:

16
.. 17 ·

I'm asking you to agree that

I'm going -- I will

ac~owledge. :that. he's qualified

an

J9 te.s~~fy as to an

18·

expert -- as

expert witness on.helicopter

19

accident reconstruction. 'That doesn't mean that I

.20

agree that his opinions are within the scope of

·21

that, but I will agree that.he's got the

22

. qualifications to estab_lish. hims~l-f · as an expert

2·3

·witness.

24

25

You· don't have to go through all that.

Y:ou don't have t6 qualify him as an expert.
MR. CARPENTER:

Well, your reservation is

--·-·------------·------·~---· -··--·--··-·-

·-

---'----------
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1
2
3

helicopter flight cr.ew member on the accident flight
accordance with Idaho Fish & Game Department
procedures."
On what did you -- on what evidence -- on

·4
5

what facts did you base this opinion?
A .•

6

They're based on the information that I

7

have in the case file on her activity with the

8

online course that she took and the requirements

9

that ·the Fish

&

Game Department puts on their people

10

to fly th.is rp.ission and that she had not completed

11

that to meet those requirements.

12

Q.

Second opinion in the -- in your report,

13

I'll read it to you, "The most likely reason that

14

the unscheduled stop in Kamiah was to accommodate

15

the most likely reason for the unscheduled stop in

16

Kamiah was to accommodate Ms. Schiff who had become

·17

ill during the. flight,"_

Now, you've testified quite a bit about

18
19

this opinion under Mr. Johnson's gue.stioning.

·20

there any facts that you have not alr~ady testified

.21

about that you'd like to explain. to ·us in connection

22

with this opinfon?.

.

A.

24

sufficiently.
Q.

.

No, I believe we've covered it

23

25

.

Are

Your opinion

your third opinion is "The

---···-----·----···-···---~-----------··

------
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1

Q.

Did you discuss that?

2

A.

No.

3

Q.

Have you used some type of securing device

4

with clipboards when you've been a pilot?
what time?

5

JV'.LR. SCHOEGGL:

6

MR. CALLERY:

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

(By Mr. Callery) What is the device called?

9

A.

A lanyard.

10

Q.

Did you have lanyards available that day,

11

At

Any time.

August 31, 2010?

12

A.

We never did prior to the accident.

13

Q.

So, prior to August 31, 2010 you did not have

14

lanyards to secure clipboards available?

15

A.

Did not recognize it as a hazard.

16

Q.

But you do now?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

On any of the flights, on any of your

19

surveillance flights prior to August 31, 2010 when a

20

clipboard was in use did you ever see a lanyard or some

21

type of tethering device used?

22

A.

Only on a pencil.

23

Q.

Never on a clipboard?

24

A.

No.

25

Q.

All right.
K
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1

2

Q.

You reviewed the NTSB report last night.

Do

you recall seeing that statement in the NTSB report?

3

A.

I don't recall.

4

Q.

All right.

Let me ask you about -- you

5

mentioned that after this accident you started using

6

lanyards for the clipboards.

7

statement of what you said earlier?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Okay.

Is that an accurate

When did you ---- I know you may not

10

know exactly, and I'm not going to hold you to an exact

11

date here, but when did you make your first purchase of

12

lanyards for the helicopters?

13

A.

Mike went out and fashioned one within a day

14

or two after the accident once we knew that it was a

15

tail rotor strike with a clipboard.

16

Q.

You testified you didn't realize a metal

17

clipboard was a hazard until after the accident, but

18

you also testified that you didn't want things going

19

out of the aircraft.

20

together before the accident?

21

A.

You never put two and two

I did not recognize the clipboard as big of a

22

hazard because the assumption of it being in direct

23

operational control of one of the observers and crew

24

members.

25

the operational control of the operator.

I did not fathom that it would come away from
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Q.

You didn't

2

A.

Oh, everything is possible.

3

Q.

4

A.

5

that was possible?

But as a crew member I trust a person to

*s their whole job

to hang onto that, and I

And I have not

6

trust in their

to do that.

7

had a problem in

, so I did not foresee

8

Q.

So maybe this is

9

lanyards then

so why did you go to

it is -- I'm not asking about any

10

conversations with your counsel, but did somebody

11

advise you to do it?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

Okay.

What kind

lanyards?

14

was put together by Mike Atchison.

15

them?

16
17

Did he purchase

I just don't
A.

He went out to the shop and got cord and a

carabineer.

18

Q.

And a what?

19

A.

Carabineer.

20

Q.

Okay.

21

You said some

Yeah, I know what that is.

Sure.

How

long are the lanyards?

22

A.

About two feet.

23

Q.

Have you changed your preflight briefing in

regards to that with
25

A.

lanyards?

Yes.
K
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1

Q.

Can you explain how you have changed it?

2

JA.

We like to have minimurn i terns in the cockpit,

3

nothing near the doors, all cargo is going to be

4

secured as if it was doors off regardless of the flight

5

or the people or the perimeters, if you have to take

6

something with you to record data it needs to be in a

7

securable format.

8

9

10

Q.

Ask it a slightly different way:

Are you

requiring people who get on your helicopter that have
clipboards to use a lanyard?

11

A.

I would not say we ar

12

Q.

And why not?

13

A.

I think it is a judgment call of the pilot

14

and the individual.

15

completely safe.

16

creates more hazard or not.

0

requiring that, no.

I don't know how to make it

I don't know whether the lanyard

I'm sorry.

17

Q.

Go ahead and finish.

18

A.

It's my opinion.

19

Q.

How do you think it might create more hazard?

20

A.

Flight controls getting caught up in flight

I don't know.

21

controls, freedom of movement for the occupant to

22

accidental deployrr~nt out the door and have the

23

clipboard attached and beating around and hitting

24

people.

25

willing to listen to anybody's suggestions.

There is not a good answer, and I would be
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